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Shoe Warehouse 

"Stylish Shoes"

Shoe Warehouse is one of the leading nationwide chains of shoe stores in

Canada which is known for its eclectic collection of brands and the varied

styles of the shoes, accessories and bags found here. Some of the well-

known brands which you will see on the shelves include CAT, Nike,

Naturalizer and Urban TX. Located on the ground floor of Kingsway Mall,

this particular destination is perfect for picking up some quality shoes

during a shopping spree.

 +1 780 477 8535  shoewarehouse.townshoes.ca/store

/shoeWarehouse/en/

 686 Kingsway Garden Mall Northwest,

Suite 130, Kingsway Mall, Edmonton AB
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Gravity Pope 

"Feed Your Footwear Fetish"

This independently-owned shoe shop is a mecca for those who want style

or comfort that really stands out. Since 1990, Gravity Pope has been

sourcing unique lines of shoes from all over the world and bringing them

to Edmonton. The atmosphere here exudes quality, with a bit of quirk

thrown in: evidence the 1950s circus mirror and antique medical cabinets

that are used as props. The store offers comfort, fashion, and luxury

footwear for both men and women, with a smaller selection of children's

shoes. Choose styles by Trippen, Homage, Chie Mihara, Fluevog, Cydwoq,

Vans and Naot, just to name a few. If you're looking for something

traditionally Canadian, slip your feet into a pair of Manitobah Mukluks.

Amazingly, Gravity Pope offers a layaway plan.

 +1 780 439 1637  www.gravitypope.com/  edmonton@gravitypope.co

m

 10442 82 Avenue Northwest,

No. 2, Edmonton AB
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Poppy Barley 

"Made to Measure Shoes"

Poppy Barley is a great place to buy custom-designed leather shoes.

Going against the premise of "one size fits all", these shoes are made to

measure and fit like a glove. Poppy Barley is a family-run establishment;

even the leather for the shoes is sourced from a family tannery. The tall

boots, ankle boots, ballet flats, derbeys and oxfords are both trendy and

made to suit your sense of style and comfort, thereby making this an

experience in buying shoes like no other.

 +1 866 626 2220 (Toll Free)  poppybarley.com/edmont

on/

 concierge@poppybarley.co

m

 10822 82 Avenue Northwest,

Suite Number 200, Edmonton

AB
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Sole Experience 

"Orthopedic Shoe Selections"

As one might guess from the name, Sole Experience is a shoe shop which

is known for its specialty orthotics and orthopedic footwear. With a lab on

site, the shop is able to offer custom made orthopedic shoes. They can

also alter shoes according to the customer's needs within a single day, as

opposed to other shops which take at least a week to do so. With more

than 600 different models under one roof, you are sure to find something

to suit both your needs and taste.

 +1 780 437 7604  soleexperience.com/  lee@soleexperience.com  10805 82 Avenue

Northwest, Edmonton AB
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Kunitz Shoes 

"Put Your Feet Up"

With over 40 different brands of comfort shoes for men, women and

children in stock, you're bound to find a pair that feels great! While this

family business has grown and changed since 1981, their basic tenet of

outstanding products and unparalleled service has remained. This well-

appointed shop offers "sit and fit" service that is increasingly hard to find

elsewhere. Clarks, Romika, Birkenstock, Joseph Seibel, Merrell,

Blundstone, and Think! are just some of the brands offered; the number of

in-stock styles from the Ecco line is impressive. If you have special fitting

requirements, Kunitz Shoes' on-site Certified Pedorthic Technician can

help with customized arch supports or fitting shoes for your existing

supports.

 +1 780 438 4259  www.kunitzshoes.ca/  info@kunitzshoes.ca  837 Saddleback Road,

Yellowbird Shopping Centre,

Edmonton AB
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